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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Condition: New. This item is printed on
demand. 518 pages. Dimensions: 7.8in. x 5.1in. x 1.2in.All three books in this series - in one volume!
Are you looking for a light fantasy read suitable for the entire family One that will take you to a
place of magic and dragons. . . Read it as an adult, read it to your younger children, or read alone
as a confident reader. You wont be disappointed! Mountains of Fire In a world where they can be
sung into submission by dragon charmers, people have forgotten the true power of dragons. . . but
when feral red dragons seize a royal prince, that power threatens everything. Logan lives with
Zared, and elderly and absent-minded wizard, in Shanoria - the Kingdom of the Dragons. His
closest friend is Alyxa, a dragon charmer with the rare gift of soothing and commanding dragons.
But not all dragons are tame, and when feral Reds kidnap the crown prince, Logan and Alyxa are
thrust into a fast-paced adventure. Valley of Silver In the exciting sequel to Mountains of Fire, the
spell binding the fearsome Red Dragons is weakening, and when they break free...
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Good e-book and beneficial one. it absolutely was writtern quite flawlessly and beneficial. I am delighted to explain how this is basically the very best ebook
i have read through within my very own daily life and may be he greatest ebook for at any time.
-- Pr of . Leona r do Pa r ker-- Pr of . Leona r do Pa r ker

Extensive manual! Its this kind of very good read through. I actually have read and that i am confident that i am going to planning to study once again
once more in the future. I am easily could possibly get a delight of looking at a composed publication.
-- Ryder  Pur dy-- Ryder  Pur dy
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